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WASHINGTON, DC - January 5, 2024 - Hudson Cook LLP, a highly regarded law firm in the financial
services practice, proudly announces the promotion of Rob Tilley to Partner. Rob's elevation
underscores the Firm's continuing commitment to clients facing government investigations and
litigation within the financial services industry.

Based in the Firm's Washington, DC office, Rob brings a wealth of experience and legal acumen to his
role. Since joining Hudson Cook in 2021, Rob has leveraged his extensive experience to deliver valuable
insights and strategic counsel to clients of the Firm's Government Investigation and Litigation practice
groups.

"Rob hit the ground running with us two years ago. His ascent to Partner is a testament to Rob's hard
work, exceptional dedication, astute legal skills, and his calm competence that puts clients and
colleagues at ease," said Chuck Dodge, Managing Partner at Hudson Cook. "From the outset, Rob
demonstrated an unwavering commitment to our clients and the practice. His thoughtful approach to
litigation and government investigation matters has resulted in immediate and tangibly positive results
for our clients and the Firm's practice."

Rob represents financial services companies in government investigations, enforcement actions, and
consumer disputes. His proficiency in advocating before key regulatory bodies, including the Consumer
Financial Protection Bureau, Federal Trade Commission, U.S. Department of Justice, and state
attorneys general, has positioned him as a trusted advisor among clients navigating complex regulatory
landscapes.

Before joining Hudson Cook, Rob honed his litigation and white-collar investigations skills through more
than a decade of experience at prestigious law firms. He earned his J.D. with honors from the NYU
School of Law and holds licenses to practice in the state of New York and the District of Columbia.

"We are fortunate to have Rob Tilley as a vital asset to our team, and his promotion to Partner reflects
our firm's commitment to fostering exceptional talent," added Lucy Morris, Partner and Chair of the
Government Investigations, Examinations and Enforcement Practice Group. "We eagerly anticipate
continuing to grow and succeed alongside Rob as we navigate the evolving challenges within the
financial services sector."

Rob's promotion to Partner at Hudson Cook reinforces its position in financial services and reflects the
Firm's continuing dedication to delivering unparalleled representation to its clients.

https://www.hudsoncook.com/practices/government-investigations-examinations-enforcement


About Hudson Cook 

Hudson Cook, LLP focuses on state and federal financial services, banking and privacy compliance,
regulation, enforcement and supervision, and litigation. With attorneys in 12 offices nationwide, our goal
is to provide clients answers to their unique needs in a responsive manner. The Hudson Cook team
includes former officials with federal regulatory agencies, including the Consumer Financial Protection
Bureau and Federal Trade Commission; former in-house lawyers from banks, sales finance companies
and other financial services institutions; and attorneys with lengthy experience representing many
financial services firms as outside counsel.

Hudson Cook, LLP provides articles, webinars and other content on its website from time to time
provided both by attorneys with Hudson Cook, LLP, and by other outside authors, for information
purposes only. Hudson Cook, LLP does not warrant the accuracy or completeness of the content, and
has no duty to correct or update information contained on its website. The views and opinions
contained in the content provided on the Hudson Cook, LLP website do not constitute the views and
opinion of the firm. Such content does not constitute legal advice from such authors or from Hudson
Cook, LLP. For legal advice on a matter, one should seek the advice of counsel.
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